USE & CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Filling the Feeder

Step 1: Press the one-touch button to open the cap.
Step 2: Fill using the 3-N-1 Super Tote and avoid spilling and wasting seed.
Step 3: Snap the cap shut and enjoy.

Cleaning the Feeder

Step 1: To remove the base, turn the feeder over.
Step 2: Locate the two long plastic tabs on the underside of the base and squeeze to

disengage the locking features.
Step 3: Gently pull out the base.
Step 4: Hand wash all parts with warm soapy water. Allow to dry before use.
Step 5: Reinstall base by squeezing the tabs together and gently inserting into the
bottom of the tube. Be sure the tabs on the base fully engage into the holes in the tube
before filling with seed.

Adjust Ports for Seed Type
The feeder comes with two types of port inserts that let you Choose Your Birds. The feeder
comes assembled with hooded inserts to dispense Sunflower or Mixed Seed. Included is a
small bag that contains inserts to convert the feeder to dispense Thistle/Nyjer Seed. Make
sure your feeder is empty before switching types to avoid spilling seed.
To Convert Ports to Dispense Thistle/Nyjer
Step 1: To remove the Mixed Seed hooded inserts, grab the inside bottom edge of the
insert and firmly pull the piece out. Store the hooded inserts to convert back to dispensing
Mixed Seed.
Step 2: Install the Thistle/Nyjer Seed inserts by aligning with the port opening and firmly
pressing into place. You should hear a clicking sound. Make sure the insert is fully
engaged before filling with seed.
To Convert Ports to Dispense Mixed Seed
Step 1: The remove the Thistle/Nyjer Seed inserts, lift the insert out by prying along the
outside edge of the piece. Store the inserts if you ever want to convert back to dispensing
Thistle/Nyjer Seed.
Step 2: Install the Mixed Seed hooded inserts by aligning the insert with the port opening and firmly pressing into place. You should hear a clicking sound. Make sure the insert
is fully inserted before filling with seed.

